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Abstract

We studied electronic spin transport in few layer graphene (FLG)

spin valve devices of various number of layers ranging from 5 to

17. The spin diffusion coefficient and spin life time are found to

depend on the number of layers of graphene. The spin life time was

observed to increase monotonically with number of layers where as

the spin diffusion coefficient shows the opposite behavior. With in

the nearest neighbor tight binding calculation of bilayer graphene

we used a unified zone folding scheme to explain our FLG results

in terms of effective bilayers and a single graphene layer. The re-

sults were used to obtain the density of states of FLG from which

charge diffusion coefficients in FLG are calculated using Einstein’s

relation. From a linear scaling between spin relaxation length and

the diffusion coefficient we confirm that the Elliot-Yafet mechanism

is the most dominant relaxation mechanism in FLG systems. Com-

parison of charge and spin diffusion coefficients show that transport

is limited by impurity potential scattering. This is also reflected

by the long spin life times in FLG systems due to the effect of

screening of charges in the very lower lying layers.
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Chapter 1

Introduction to spintronics in

few layer graphene

1.1 Spintronics

An electron has an intrinsic spin in addition to its charge. In electronics charge

is used a fundamental entity for solid state device applications. In spintronics,

though, the intrinsic spin of an electron besides the electronic charge is used.

Researches in spintronics have provided us with fast and efficient memory ele-

ments that we currently use in our PCs. The 2007 Nobel Prize in Physics has

indeed its root to this fundamental behavior of the electron. It was awarded

to Peter Grünberg and Albert Fert for the discovery of giant magnetoresis-

tance (GMR) effect [1, 2]. In their work, they independently showed that

the electrical resistance measured across magnetic layers spatially separated

by a non-magnetic metallic spacer exhibits two resistance states that mainly

depends on the relative orientation of the magnetization directions of the fer-

romagnets (FM). In the parallel orientation, when both magnetization of the

layers point in the same direction, a low resistance state is measured as a result

of electrons undergoing less spin dependent scattering events. On the other

hand they go through a relatively high spin dependent scattering events when

the ferromagnetic layers are aligned anti parallel to each other resulting in a

high resistance state. Past and present memory devices used in hard disks of

our computers would not have been possible with out the two states ’0’ and ’1’

equivalent to the high resistance and low resistance states as mentioned above.

The discovery of GMR effect led to the proposal of the Datta-Das spin field

effect transistor (sFET) [3]. The sFET requires spin injection from the source,
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1. INTRODUCTION TO SPINTRONICS IN FEW LAYER
GRAPHENE

transport through the channel where spin orientation can be influenced by the

gate and spin detection at the drain contact. For this, a material with high spin

orbit coupling is required. So far it is not possible to monitor spin transport

along the channel by an external gate voltage. Electrical spin injection into

metallic systems [4, 5], semiconductors [6, 7] and most recently into graphene

[8, 9, 10] has been demonstrated successfully. Spin injection in to semiconduc-

tors from FMs is problematic compared to their metallic counterparts. This is

because unlike the ohmic FM/Metallic interface at the FM/semiconductor in-

terface forms a Schottky barrier that has to be overcome for efficient injection

resulting in the conductivity mismatch problem [11]. As the name implies it

arises due to large conductivity mismatch (difference) between the ferromagnet

and semiconductors [12]. It was solved by injecting electrons to go through a

tunnel barrier before they enter into the semiconductor [11, 13].

Most of these measurements employed the Johnson-Silisbee non-local de-

tection technique to verify spin transport in non magnetic materials. In this

technique the path of electron charge current is separated from the spin trans-

port path thereby allowing to detect and measure spin signals from the source.

This technique unambiguously confirms spin transport from injector to detec-

tor by excluding other spin related effect like Hall effect and other magneto

resistance effects [4, 5, 8].

1.2 Motivation for FLG spintronics

Recently this same technique is used to detect spin transport in graphene

[8, 9, 14]. Graphene is a one atomic thick sheet of carbon atoms arranged in

a hexagonal structure. Currently it has attracted lots of interest in electronics

and spintronics owing to its unique electrical, thermal, mechanical and struc-

tural properties. High mobility of charge carriers [15, 16], low spin-orbit and

hyperfine interactions [17, 18] that resulted in spin relaxation lengths of up to

2µm [8] and most importantly the ease of gate tunability are few aspects why

graphene is becoming popular in current spintronics researches. Since the first

graphene spin-valve devices, numerous important understandings of spin trans-

port in graphene has been reported [19, 20]. By comparing charge and spin

diffusion coefficients, linear scaling between momentum and spin scattering is

obtained as evidence for the dominance of the Elliot-Yafet (EY-) spin scatter-

ing [21] where momentum scattering plays an important role. Since graphene
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1.3 Outline

is deposited on a substrate, impurities sitting at the graphene/SiO2 substrate

are probably main contributers to spin scattering. Getting rid off substrate

induced impurities spin relaxation length as high as 10µm is envisioned [14].

In suspended graphene [22, 23, 24] based spin-valve devices the graphene

sits few hundred nm above the substrate and spin transport will not be af-

fected by impurity scattering from the substrate. These types of devices will

definitely have the answers as to how spin information is lost in graphene apart

from the EY mechanism. However, from device preparation point of view it is

difficult to make ferromagnetic contacts on suspended graphene and perform

spin transport measurements. For the time being we study few layer graphene

(FLG) based spin valves to understand to what extent substrate induced impu-

rities influence spin transport and meanwhile understand the effect of screening

of charges on the spin transport. Since the Elliot Yafet spin relaxation is the

most dominant one and occurs from momentum scattering from impurities

[21], screening of these impurities in FLG system should in principle increase

the lifetimes of spins. Here we try to study spin transport in FLG (ranging

from 5 to 17 layers) with the objective of understanding spin transport and

spin relaxation mechanism in FLG.

The main focus is therefore to investigate how spin transport scales with

the number of layers in FLG—finite stack of individual graphene layers bound

together by van der Waals and π-π∗ interactions. Inner layers of graphene can

be thought of as being protected by the outer layers from any charge or spin

scatterers sitting at the substrate or on top surface of FLG. These inner layers

may ideally provide a cleaner path for spins transport along the layers due to

screening of charges. Charge and spin transport measurements in FLG gives

an idea on thickness dependence charge/spin diffusion coefficient Dc/Ds, spin

life time τs and spin relaxation length λs.

1.3 Outline

In this thesis, I will present our measurements on spin injection, transport and

detection in FLG based spintronic devices deposited on bare SiO2 substrate.

To that end, the second chapter will be dedicated to a brief introduction

to electronic and band properties of FLG followed by an explanation of the

zone folding scheme utilized to calculate the diffusion coefficient within nearest
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neighbor tight binding calculations for our FLG samples. Moreover, basics of

spin injection, transport and detection will be discussed.

In the third chapter, I will present detailed explanation of the making of

FLG spin valve devices starting from mechanical exfoliation up until measure-

ment techniques employed and the measurement setup used for studying spin

transport measurements.

In the fourth chapter, I will present results from our spin transport mea-

surements in FLG field effect transistors. Here result of charge transport mea-

surements, non-local spin-valve and Hanle’s spin precession measurements will

be presented together with the extracted Ds, τs and λs for different number of

layer of FLG.

The fifth and last chapter will be for discussion, conclusions and recom-

mendations.

4



Chapter 2

Theory

A working spintronic device requires efficient spin injection, spin transport and

detection. These processes are drastically affected by the choice of material

and the nature of contacts. In our case we have FLG—single layers of graphene

stacked on top of each other by weak van der Waals force. Since this thesis is

dealing with spin transport in FLG, this chapter is organized in two sections. In

the first section an introduction to electronic properties single layer graphene,

bilayer graphene and finally of FLG is given. Starting from the electronic band

structure of graphite, we obtain the electronic band structure of FLG by using

the so called zone-folding scheme. To that end results of nearest neighbors tight

binding calculations of bilayer graphene is used to understand the electronic

structure of FLG in terms of effective coupling constants that vary with number

of layers. Finally, the effect of screening of induced charges on the transport

properties of lateral spin valve devices will wind up the section. In the second

section, I will present basics of spin transport in a non-magnetic material in

general and FLG in particular. The non-local geometry for spin transport

measurements employed four our measurements is also presented along with

issues related to spin injection, detection and transport.

2.1 Electronic properties of FLG

2.1.1 Single layer graphene, bilayer graphene and few

layer graphene

Graphite consists of layers of single atomic thick carbon films, better known

as graphene, stacked together. Graphene has carbon atoms arranged in an
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2. THEORY

array of honeycomb structure. Figure 2.1a shows a typical graphene crystal

structure. The lattice of graphene consists of two equivalent interpenetrating

triangular carbon sublattices A and B containing one carbon atom each. Each

atom has three nearest neighbors. Since there are 2 atoms per unit cell in

graphene, it requires to solve a 2 × 2 Hamiltonian discussed elsewhere [25,

26, 27]. The lattice of graphene has two equivalent carbon atoms, designated

Figure 2.1: a) Graphene - one atomic thick array of carbon atoms arranged in

hexagonal lattice. C-atoms shown in orange and blue represent C-atoms from

the two sub-lattices. b) Electronic dispersion relation of graphene in the first

Brillouin and c) Blow up at the k-point a.k.a. Dirac point showing a linear

dispersion relation with no gap

A and B, per unit cell, and is invariant under 120o rotation. The resulting

hexagonal lattice is therefore filled by sp2 (s − px − py) hybridized C-atoms.

The remaining pz orbitals stick out of the plane forming bonding and anti-

bonding-pairs with neighboring C-atoms. Since each C-atom contributes an

electron for transport, in the ideal case graphene is metallic.

As shown in 2.1c, the conduction and valence bands cross each other at

the K-points leaving graphene with no energy band gap. Hence, at low energy

energies, the dispersion relation is linear:

EF = ~vFk (2.1)

where vF is the Fermi velocity. This linear dispersion relation leaves graphene

with a vanishing density of states at the Fermi energy given by

ν(E) =
gsgv2π

~2v2F
|E| (2.2)

6



2.1 Electronic properties of FLG

where gs = gv = 2 are the spin and valley degeneracy. However, due to disorder

in the graphene and impurities the density of states at the Fermi energy is never

zero but approaches to 2/~vF l [28], where l is the mean free path.

Graphene layers can be stacked in either of three ways: AA (simple hexag-

onal), AB (Bernal) or ABC (Orthorhombic) stacking types. Electronic band

structures, anisotropy of transport properties, response to external field etc

greatly varies with stacking order. For example, Bernal stacked trilayer graphene

is a semmimetal whereas orthorombic trilayer is a semiconductor with parabolic

dispersion relation [29, 30].

For the preparation of our graphite spin valve devices we use highly oriented

pyrolitic graphite (HOPG) from GE Advanced Ceramics of grade ZYA which

occurs naturally as an AB-stacking. In AB-stacking, C-atoms from sublattice

A on the top layer are directly above each other and C-atoms from B-sublattice

lies directly on top of the center of the hexagon of the lower layer. Fig 2.2 shows

AB-stacked bilayer graphene with orbital overlap parameters γ0 to γ4 – which

quantify the integral overlap of orbitals of C-atoms sitting at different lattice

points on different layers (γ1, γ3 and γ4) and in the same layer (γ0).

Figure 2.2: a) Crystal structure of a bilayer graphene with orbital overlap

parameters γo to γ4. b) Electronic dispersion relation of a bilayer graphene

showing two parabolic subbands at the K-point.

Unlike in graphene, a bilayer graphene have a parabolic dispersion relation

around the K-point. In a bilayer graphene a unit cell has 4 atoms—2 from

each layer. Hence, the Hamiltonian one has to use will be of 4× 4 dimensions.

With in the nearest tight binding approximation, one can obtain an expression

for the electronic dispersion relation near the K-point: [31]

E(k) = ±γ1 ±
√

γ2
1

4
+ (~vfk)2 (2.3)

7



2. THEORY

where γ1 is the interlayer coupling energy between two atoms of same sublattice

(see 2.2) in different layers. Its value ranges from 0.3 to 0.39eV as determined

by IR spectroscopy [32, 33] and Raman spectroscopy [34, 35].

The momentum for the lowest conduction sub-band in Eq. (2.3) will then

be:

k =
1

~vf

√

E2 + Eγ1 (2.4)

Using this, one can calculate the density of states of a bilayer graphene at the

K-point:

ν(E) =
gsgv

2π~2v2F
(E +

γ1
2
) (2.5)

Distinction between different number of layers of FLG requires systematic way

of mapping the 3D graphite band structure to a 2D band structure. Depending

on the number of layers (even or odd), the electronic band dispersion of FLG

alternates from a linear to parabolic dispersion [29]. Therefore understand the

evolution of the electronic band structure a systematic way of mapping the

3D band structure of graphite to finite stack of FLG is important. Figure 2.3

Figure 2.3: AB-stacked graphite (a) and its first Brillouin zone (b) from which

the the 2D Brillouin zone is obtained by taking kz = 0 plane.

shows a typical 3D-graphite crystal structure together with its first Brillouin

zone obtained from nearest neighbor tight binding calculations pioneered by

P. R. Wallace [25]. Recent theoretical work by Koshimo et al. [36] and IR

absorption experiments by K.F. Mak et al. [37] showed that the Hamiltonian

8



2.1 Electronic properties of FLG

of N-layer Bernal stacked system can be reduced to N/2 bilayer system for N

even and N/2 bilayer plus one graphene layer for N odd. Hence starting from

graphite band structure, it is possible to obtain the electronic band structure

of FLG by using a simple model that reduces a 3D graphite to 2D FLG. This

method is discussed in the next section.

2.1.2 Zone folding scheme

Zone folding is a relatively simple model which is a direct consequence of the

periodicity of reciprocal lattice of the Brillouin Zones. It has been successfully

used to calculate electronic band structure of carbon nanotubes by zone-folding

of the π-bands of graphene [27, 38]. Using the zone folding model electronic

band structure of FLG of any layer thickness N is obtained from the 3-D band

structure of graphite by cutting at discrete values of kz planes in the z-direction

[37, 39, 40]. The number of cutting points through along kz is determined by

the number of layers. One important assumption in this approach is that for

N-layers of graphene, the 0th and (N +1)th layers act as hard boundaries such

that a standing wave is produced in the N-layer graphite perpendicular to the

graphene planes. These cutting planes are given by:

kz =
2πn

(N + 1)c
(2.6)

where c/2 is the interlayer spacing of 0.34nm and the allowed value for the

index n = ±1,±2,±3, ... ± N+1

2
(for odd N) and ±N

2
(for even N). For any

N-layer graphene system, the number of independent 2-D planes in the 3-D

Brillouin zone (Fig. 2.3a), i.e., the number of new 2-D bands being created is

given by the integer part of N+1

2
. Using Eq. (2.6), kz =

{

π
c

}

, kz =
{

2π
3c

}

and

kz =
{

π
c
, π
2c

}

can be obtained for single layer, bilayer and trilayer graphene

respectively. This formalism thus reduces any N-layered graphite system of

2N×2N Hamiltonian to its equivalent 4×4 bilayer equivalent with a modified

γ1 as:

γN,n = 2γ1 cos

(

nπ

N + 1

)

(2.7)

For N even, each segment corresponds to the Hamiltonian of N/2 bilayers with

an effective coupling. For N odd, we get N−1
2

effective bilayers and one single

graphene. Hence the electronic band structure of FLG is reduced to the single

layer and bilayer graphene band structures. Now using Eq. (2.4 - 2.7), we can

9



2. THEORY

write a more generalized density of states for FLG at E = 0 as:

νN =

∑

n

γN,n

v2fπ~
2

(2.8)

Here the summation is done over the number of sub bands. For any N even,

the number of sub bands is simply N
2
parabolic subbands and for odd N, an

extra contribution from a single layer like sub band emerges. Figure 2.4a shows
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Figure 2.4: Effective coupling constant γ1 as a function of a) cutting planes

kz, (b) of number of layers of graphene and (c) the resulting ν(E) for different

number of layers.

the effective coupling constant γ1 as a function of the cutting planes kz. Now

if we correlate the coupling constants and kz with the number of layers we

obtain the effective coupling constant as a function of the number of layers

(Fig. 2.4b). As shown in Fig. 2.4c the obtained density of states shows a
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2.2 Spin transport in few layer graphene

linear increase with number of layers of FLG. We will use this density of states

to calculate the charge diffusion coefficient Dc from Einstein’s relation.

2.1.3 Screening in few layer graphene

One of the interesting aspects of spin transport in graphene is gate tunability of

the spin signal. It has already been shown that it is indeed possible to influence

spin transport by applying a gate voltage [9, 41]. Spin transport in FLG stacks

can also be influenced by the gate voltage as we show in this thesis. This is

reflected by the gate dependent spin precession measurements. However, com-

plete understanding of influence of gate voltage on the spin transport requires

understanding the effect of screening of induced charges. Theoretical [42] and

experimental [43, 44] works have shown that the screening length in graphite

is approximately 1nm (about 3-5 layers) which means the applied gate voltage

is only felt weakly by layers sitting above 3 to 5 layers from the substrate.

Consequently, most of the induced charges sit in those layers sitting closer to

the gate. The charge distribution decays exponentially deep into layers in the

bulk. A simple Thomas-Fermi model of screening of charges in FLG transis-

tors is reported by Sui and Appenzeller [44]. In their model, an exponential

decay of induced number of charge carriers from the gate is employed in a

parallel resistor model of graphene layers with equal resistances. By taking

the interlayer resistance into account they have also obtained screening length

similar to previously reported values. We also follow similar model by assum-

ing that only the top layer is makes contact to the current and voltage probes

through which injection and detection of spins is done respectively. There are

two consequences of the screening of charges. Firstly, since the gate voltage

is felt only weakly by layers above the screening length, the contribution of

these layers to the total conductivity is more or less constant which is broadly

peaked over large range of the gate voltage. Secondly, as a result of screening

of substrate induced impurity charges lying at the FLG/SiO2 substrate, the

life time of spins is expected to increase.

2.2 Spin transport in few layer graphene

A short introduction to spin transport in general and in non-local lateral spin

valves in particular is presented. In this section, electrical means of spin injec-

tion and detection relevant to FLG are presented.

11



2. THEORY

2.2.1 Electrical spin injection and accumulation

Spin injection into a non-magnetic material can be achieved by numerous ways.

Optically, one can expose a sample, for example GaAs, to a circularly polarized

light and hence the angular momentum of the photons will be transferred to the

electrons making them spin polarized [45]. Another method is the electron spin

resonance where first splitting of the degenerate spin up and spin down states

is achieved by applying a magnetic field to the non magnetic (NM) material.

Upon exposure to a microwave radiation an imbalance in spin densities can

be created in the material due to spin excitations between Zeeman levels.

Recently, spin Hall effect has also been used to show that spin accumulations

can be achieved even without the application of a magnetic field where a

reasonably high spin-orbit interaction plays the role of an external magnetic

field sweeping the two spin species away to opposite sides of the sample [46, 47].

In this thesis, I will present the electrical means of injecting spins in to FLG

systems of different thicknesses.

In 1976 Aronov proposed the possibility of injecting spins into NM materi-

als by sending electrical current from a FM to a NM material (Fig. 2.5a) [48].

In a FM the density of states of majority and minority spin species are shifted

in energy with respect to each other. Hence at the Fermi energy there is clear

imbalance in populations of majority and minority spins. When a charge cur-

rent is sent from the FM material through the FM/NM interface spin polarized

current will be injected into the NM material. Due to sudden change in chemi-

cal potentials, spins accumulate at the interface. The resulting spin imbalance

is referred to as spin accumulation (red arrows in Fig. 2.5a). Electric current

in the NM can be explained by Mott’s two channel model for conduction. This

assumption holds also for our FLG spin valves where transport is diffusive. In

this model, a current is assumed to be carried by two independent spin chan-

nels—one for spin up and one for spin down. Hence these two channels will

have their specific chemical potentials (µ↑ and µ↓) which drive current in these

channels with different conductivities (σ↑ and σ↓). The two spin components

of electric current in the conductor can be written as:

j↑ =
σ↑
e

∂µ↑
∂x

and j↓ =
σ↓
e

∂µ↓
∂x

(2.9)

The total electric charge current in the conductor is therefore:

j = j↑ + j↓ (2.10)

12



2.2 Spin transport in few layer graphene

Figure 2.5: Electrical spin injection a) A current through a FM/NM interface

creates spin accumulation at the FM/NM interface that decays exponentially

away from the interface. b) density of states at the Fermi energy for a FM

showing imbalance of spin species. c) resulting spin accumulation in a NM ma-

terial with different chemical potentials for two spin species. d) shows density

of zero spin polarization deep into the NM material where spin accumulation

relaxed back to the equilibrium chemical potential far from the interface.

where as the spin current at the interface, which is the difference between

current carried by individual channels, can be written as:

js = j↑ − j↓ (2.11)

From the above two equations, the spin polarization of the electric current in

the nonmagnetic conductor reads as:

P =
js
j
=

j↑ − j↓
j↑ + j↓

=
σ↑ − σ↓
σ↑ + σ↓

(2.12)

The above equation assumes that spins are preserved during crossing the in-

terface which is actually the case in spin injection experiments due to the

additional tunnel barrier electrons must surpass before they enter to the NM

region [11]. The tunnel barrier is used to combat the conductivity mismatch

between the FM metal and NM few layer graphene (see sec. 2.2.3).

Spin accumulation in NMmaterials is a non-equilibrium phenomena. Hence

spins accumulating near the interface need to relax back to the equilibrium

state decaying exponentially as we go away from the interface. This process

13



2. THEORY

can be explained by a second order differential diffusion equation as:

Ds
∂2µs

∂x2
=

µs

τs
(2.13)

where λs =
√
Dsτs is the spin relaxation length , Ds is the spin diffusion

constant, τs is the spin relaxation time and µs = µ↑ − µ↓ is the chemical

potential split between spin species during spin accumulation. A FM spin

detector placed within the spin relaxation length probes spin accumulation as

a chemical potential difference between the two spin channels and measures it

as a spin signal voltage.

2.2.2 Detection of spin transport

A conventional two-terminal spin valve device can be used to extract spin trans-

port related parameters. However it is difficult to distinguish spin transport

from other effects that mimic the spin transport. It is generally a geometry

which is prone to interference of other non-spin related effects, such as Hall

effect and anisotropic magnetoresistance. A four-terminal non-local spin valve,

on the other hand, (Fig. 2.6) avoids such spurious signals [8]. In such a ge-

ometry one needs to have four contacts of which at least two inner contacts

are ferromagnetic. To facilitate device processing and do patterning of con-

tacts in one lithography step, we make use of devices in which all contacts are

FM. Different widths of FM contact ensure that each FM switches at different

magnetic field value due to their shape anisotropy. By sweeping an in-plane

magnetic field oriented parallel to the long axis of the contacts, it is possible

to achieve the parallel or anti-parallel orientations between FM2 and FM3. In

practice, outer FMs also act as injectors and detectors in which case 4-levels

of resistance, instead of two, will be observed due to the contribution of outer

FM1 and FM4 contacts [14].

When spins arrive at FM3, non-zero non-local voltage VNL is measured

by FM3 which changes sign with relative orientation of magnetization of FM2

and FM3. If FM2 is at x=0 and FM3 at x=L, the spin up chemical potentials

in these regions are obtained by solving Eq. (2.13). For simplicity, let FM3

be within λs and let FM1 and FM4 be placed at a distance much larger than

λs that chemical potentials of spin up and down equilibrates with the average

chemical potential in FLG.

µ↑ = A exp(
x

λs

) for x < 0 (2.14)
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Figure 2.6: Detection of spin transport in a non-local geometry. Current only

flows in the region between FM3 and FM4. FM2 detects diffusing spins from

FM3. Depending on the relative orientation of FM2 and FM3 there exists two

resistance levels (marked 1 and 3 for trace). Resistance levels marked by 2

and 4 are due to outer FM1 and FM4 that also act as injectors and detectors.

µ↑ = B exp(− x

λs

) + C exp(
x

λs

) for 0 < x < L (2.15)

and

µ↑ = D exp(− x

λs

) for x > L (2.16)

For spin down species, the expressions for the chemical potential will be the

same except that the coefficients A, B, C and D take either negative or positive

depending on the orientation of the FMs. At equilibrium, the net chemical

potential that FM3 detects translates to a non local of ∆VNL = P∆µ/2e.

For our FLG samples of length L, width W and conductivity σ, a non- local

resistance ∆RNL detected by FM3 is given by [14]:

∆RNL(L) =
∆VNL

Iac
=

P 2λsRsq

W
exp(

−L
λs

) (2.17)
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2.2.3 Conductivity mismatch and role of contacts

The signal obtained in Eq. (2.17) is strongly affected by the interface resis-

tance. Normally, injection of spin polarized current into FLG requires a tunnel

barrier. This is to combat the conductivity mismatch problem between the FM

metal and the non magnetic low conductivity FLG since conductivity of FLG

is by far smaller than that of Cobalt. The AlOx barrier will play the role

of matching the conductivities to assist injection of spins from low resistive

Cobalt to high resistive FLG. The contacts should be transparent enough to

allow spin injection but opaque enough to prevent spin relaxing back in to the

ferromagnet. Popinciuc et al. incorporated the role contacts play as a spin

relaxation route and obtained an expression for the non local resistance [14]

given by:

∆RNL =
P 2λsRsq

W

( R
λs

)2 exp(−L/λs)

(1 + 2R
λs

)2 − exp(−2L/λs)
(2.18)

where Rc is the contact resistance and R=(Rc/Rsq)W is a spin relaxation factor

that quantifies the role of contacts as a spin relaxation route. In the case when

Rc →∞, Eq. (2.18) reduces to Eq. (2.17) in which case spins once injected do

not relax back into the FM at the cost of losing energy to surpass the highly

resistive contact. Rather they get transported along the FLG which is less

resistive. For Rc → 0, spins instead of going to the detector relaxes back in to

the FM that, as a result, no spin signal is detected at FM2.

2.2.4 Spin relaxation in graphene and FLG

Different spin relaxation mechanisms: spin-orbit interaction (SO), hyperfine-

interaction (HI), Elliot-Yafett (EY) spin relaxation mechanism, D’yakonov-

Perel (DP) spin relaxation mechanism could contribute to spin relaxation in

graphene based spin valve devices [13]. SO and HI are very small in case of

carbon based materials because of the small atomic number and absence of

nuclear spin respectively. The most dominant of all these mechanisms is found

to be the EY mechanism where it was confirmed by linear scaling between

momentum scattering time and spin relaxation time in graphene [41]. In this

mechanism, spin relaxation occurs due to momentum scattering occurring due

to impurities or defects. There is no lose in spin orientation in between scat-

tering events. Hence the spin life time τs is directly related to the momentum

scattering time. In other words, if any form of momentum scattering from

impurities or defects are reduced, the spin life time of spins is expected to
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2.2 Spin transport in few layer graphene

increase. This is actually the main idea behind this thesis. Spin relaxation

mechanisms in FLG could be similar to the case of graphene with some other

extra contributions from interlayer hopping events that could potentially de-

stroy spin polarization.

2.2.5 Hanle spin precession in FLG

When electrons are subject to a perpendicular magnetic field they undergo

precession around the external magnetic field due to their intrinsic spin an-

gular momentum. When a perpendicular magnetic field is applied to FLG,

spins start to undergo a Larmor precession in the plane of the FLG flake at a

frequency of ωL = gµBB/~. Now we can incorporate the effect of the perpen-

dicular magnetic field into the diffusion equation (Eq. 2.13) as an extra term

ωL × µs. Hence Eq. (2.13) reads as:

Ds
∂2µs

∂x2
− µs

τs
+ ωL × µs = 0 (2.19)

If t is the time spins take to reach FM3 from FM2, spins acquire an additional

angular rotation of φ = ωLt. The detector electrode detects only the compo-

nent of the spin parallel to its own magnetization direction. Hence the signal

will be modulated by cos(ωLt) due to the applied field. In our FLG samples,

since the device size is greater than any of the length scales, the phase acquired

by individual spins is different due to a spread in diffusion time [49]. This is

because there are many possible ways for spins to travel from FM1 to FM2.

During this time possible spin flip can occur due to scattering from impurities.

Hence by taking the probability of spin flip before reaching FM3 in to account,

the non local resistance in Hanle precession measurement is given by:

RNL ∝
∫ ∞

0

1√
4πDt

exp(− L2

4Dt
) exp(− t

τs
) cos(ωLt)dt (2.20)

Figure 2.7a shows schematic process of the spin precession experiment. A

perpendicular magnetic field B⊥ applied to the NM material makes spins pre-

cess around it. In the parallel configuration, when injected spins arrive at

the detector with their spin in the direction of the detector, then ωLt = 0 ⇒
cos(ωLt = 1) and hence RNL is maximum shown by number 1 in Fig. 2.7b.

When, on the other hand, spins arrive with their direction perpendicular to

the detector, ωLt = π/2⇒ cos(ωLt = 0) and hence RNL goes through 0 on the

B-axis shown by number 2. If spins arrive at FM3 after acquiring an angular
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Figure 2.7: Spin precession in a perpendicular magnetic field. (a) shows the

injector (F1) and detector (f2). If spins arrive at F2 with their orientation

parallel to it, a maximum signal is obtained (number 1). If spins arrive per-

pendicular to F2 then a zero signal is measured (number 2). If spins arrive

antiparallel to F2, a miniums signal number by 3 is measured. (b) Three

cases of precession numbered 1, 2 and 3 shown on a Hanle spin precession

measurement.

rotation of π, the RNL will take a minimum value which is shown by number

3 in Fig. 2.7 a and b. At relatively large magnetic fields the magnetization of

the FM contacts is pulled up in the z-direction. This results in the increase of

the RNL resistance to the parallel signal obtained in a spin valve measurement.

This is because at relatively high magnetic field, the magnetization of the FM

contacts is pulled out of plane resulting in a parallel orientation of FM con-

tacts. At this point the orientation of the magnetization of the contacts and

the applied magnetic field is similar to a spin valve measurement except that

the magnetization is in the z-direction. By fitting Fig. 2.7b with Eq. 2.20 we

extract the spin diffusion coefficient Ds and the spin life time τs from which

the spin relaxation λs is calculated.
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Chapter 3

Experimental

Preparation of few layers graphene spin valve devices involve several steps.

In this chapter we will first present details of the processes followed from

deposition of FLG on SiO2 substrate to characterization and measurement of

the devices. In the second section, we will emphasize on our standard low

frequency measurement techniques and the measurement setup that we use to

characterize our spin valves. Processes mentioned in this chapter are followed

for all spin valve devices studied through out the project.

3.1 Device preparation

3.1.1 Deposition of few layer graphene flakes

Deposition of graphene or FLG on SiO2 is not as easy as the name of the

process itself—mechanical exfoliation. It involves handful of steps of preparing

a proper substrate before actually starting to mechanical exfoliate flakes off

a highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) and transfer them to SiO2. A

typical substrate is shown in Fig 3.1a. For highest contrast of graphene/FLG

flakes a 300nm thick SiO2 substrate is chosen. The SiO2 has a predefined Au

markers and Au contact pads that are defined by a photolighography step.

They are used to map FLG flakes on the substrate as well as to find back

FLG candidate flakes for further processing. Au contact pads are used to

define a square where the FLG flake is located and to make contacts with the

chip carrier during wire bonding. The deposition step is simply transferring

FLG flakes from an HOPG graphite block of 1cm2 to a SiO2 substrate. This

entire process is done in the clean room to avoid contamination. Commercially

available HOPG graphite from GE Advanced Ceramics of grade ZYA is used
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3. EXPERIMENTAL

Figure 3.1: SiO2 substrate used for deposition of FLG. a) shows FLG flakes

deposited on the substrate by mechanical exfoliation. Small dots are Au mark-

ers spaced 14µm apart. The big rectangular pad is Au contact pad to which

wire bonding will be made. b) Zoomed in picture: Bluish thin stripes are FLG

flakes of approximately 14µm.

as a source from which flakes are exfoliated. We cleave layers of FLG from the

HOPG block by putting a scotch tape on top. When the tape is lifted off the

HOPG block it peels some FLG flakes with it. We now press the tape on the

wafer by distributing equal pressure along the tape. In doing so, FLG flakes

readily adheres to the substrate due to van der Waals forces. Finally the scotch

tape is lifted slowly and the same procedure is repeated until a uniform flake

distribution on the substrate is achieved. In this process care should however

be given not to leave traces of unwanted source of contamination from the

glue.

3.1.2 Selecting FLG flakes

After the deposition of FLG flakes we search for FLG flakes that are suitable

for our spin valve devices. For this we use an OLYMPUS optical microscope to

image FLG flakes in reflected light mode. Figure 3.1b shows an optical image

of flakes of different thicknesses. For two main reasons, we tend to prefer

flakes which are elongated and thinner to flakes which are wider. Firstly,

one would like to put as many contacts as possible to be able to measure

different regions of the flake in a non-local geometry. Secondly, the wider the

flakes are the relatively smaller is the signal measured from the spin transport

measurements.
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3.1 Device preparation

When potential candidates are found, marker patterns previously defined

on the substrate are used to map the position of the flakes and optical micro-

scope images are used as aid to find back the FLG flakes for further processing

of the sample.

3.1.3 Determination of number of layers

It is difficult to determine the number of layers of graphene a FLG candidate

has using optical microscopy. We scan our FLG flakes by an atomic force

microscopy (AFM). AFM is a high resolution surface scanning technique that

can be used in different modes (Tapping, contact or non-contact). We use the

tapping mode where the cantilever is made to oscillate at or slightly below its

resonance frequency. On its lower point, the tip lightly taps the FLG sample

surface during scanning. In tapping mode AFM, the cantilever is excited into

Figure 3.2: a) AFM height (topography) image of a FLG. To the righ of the

FLG flake. The rectangle shows the region from which the step height is

measured. b) shows the step height measurement to determine the thickness

of the flakes. The number circled with red is the measured height from which

the number of layers of graphene is obtained by dividing this value with the

interlayer spacing of 0.34nm.

resonance oscillation with a piezo driver. The oscillation amplitude is used

as a feedback signal to measure topographic variations on the FLG surface.

Depending on the topography of the FLG surface being scanned, the oscillation
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3. EXPERIMENTAL

amplitude and the shift of resonance frequency changes. These changes are

then interpreted as a height image by the help of the feedback circuit that tries

to readjust the cantilever’s oscillation amplitude. Figure 3.2 shows a height

(topography) AFM image of 7 layers of FLG flake whose number of layers are

determined by dividing the step height measured in Fig 3.2b by the interlayer

spacing of 0.34nm. However, the number of layers of FLG determined this

way are not conclusive since these values may be off by 1 layer. Hence we

always do several step height measurements on different regions of the flake.

Even then when we refer to our 7 layer of FLG as 7±1 layers of graphene

due to anomaly in thickness measurement. While determination of number of

layers is one reason for AFM measurements, we also use the the AFM to check

the homogeneity of the entire flake. Because sometimes a FLG flake may have

cracks or folded regions. Once we know the number of layers, homogeneity and

suitability of a FLG flake, we start to make a design for our device and deposit

AlOx barrier. These two steps are presented in the following two sections.

3.1.4 AlOx deposition

An important component of our FLG spin valve devices is the tunnel barrier.

As already mentioned in section 2.2.3, the conductivity mismatch problem is

circumvented by putting an AlOx barrier on top of FLG flakes. To that end,

Aluminum deposition is done at UHV conditions at a rate of 1Å per min for

six minutes. Upon exposure to air the deposited Aluminum oxidizes and the

total thickness of the AlOx barrier will be 8Å. To obtain a uniform coverage

of the FLG flake by the Al, the sample holder is cooled to liquid nitrogen

temperature to avoid migration/mobility of Aluminum on the surface of the

flake. Apparently, the presence of pin-holes is inevitable [13].

3.1.5 Contact design and electron beam lithography (EBL)

Designing a FLG device necessitates consideration of the unique shape, length,

orientation and neighborhood of the FLG flake of interest. This means we

make individual designs for each FLG flakes. To be able to do a non-local

spin and charge transport measurement, we need a minimum of four contacts.

Normally, depending on the length of the flake we design our device such that

there are more than 4 contacts on the device. This way we tend to have the

choice for contact with reasonable contact resistances (see sec. 3.1.3). The
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Figure 3.3: a) shows a schematic design of a FLG flake contacted by six con-

tacts. The 90◦ turns (shown in red) insure that domains are broken and

uniform switching of the ferromagnets is achieved while sweeping magnetic

field. b) shows scanning electron microscope image of a FLG device. Device

dimensions can be shown from the scales in the SEM picture.

contact widths, which determine the switching (coercive) field, range from

90nm to 500nm. The center to center distance between contacts in the region

where spin transport is examined is normally 2 - 5µm long. Design is done

in e-LINE program - same program used during EBL process. This program

allows design of different components of the devices structures in different

layers. For accurate positioning of our FLG flakes into the design program we

use a Glass2k program that helps to make a window transparent such that

it is possible to draw the shape of FLG flake in to the design program from

another image window. Figure 3.3a shows a typical design of a FLG spin valve.

It shows six ferromagnetic contacts of variable widths which are also shown

along with the distances between the contacts. We design small contacts to

spread out from the FLG flake by using 1µm wide lines. In the process, we

have to avoid dirt particles or any other flakes around to avoid breakage or

shorting of contacts1. For the big contacts though going over a dirt particle is

not risky since we use 10 or 12µm wide lines. An important aspect in contact

design is to get a uniform switching of the ferromagnetic contacts. This is

achieved by making a 90◦ turn on the ferromagnetic contacts, shown by red

1In one case, it was not be possible to get away from going over a FLG flake. But it was

possible to avoid shorting of contacts by crosslinking a PMMA polymer on top of the FLG

flake and letting the contacts go over this insulating solid polymer.
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arrows in Fig. 3.3. These turns insure that domains are broken and uniform

switching of the ferromagnets is achieved while sweeping magnetic field. We

then finish up these lines with a small square pads so as to allow overlap with

the big contacts that run from these pads to the predefined Au contact pads.

This is because, during EBL step, the exposure of the small contacts and the

big contacts is done at a different steps of the exposure and if in case during

this time there is a pronounced drift in the beam, the risk of broken contacts is

taken care of by these small square pads. Having the deposition of AlOx done

and the design of contacts completed, we pattern our design on the polymer

using an EBL. For this we use a Raith EBL system with which contacts as

small as 90nm can be written in our particular devices. The resolution of the

contacts written is determined by the thickness of the polymer, the acceleration

voltage and the type of the polymer used. For our case we use a polymer

called polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) as an e-beam resist. Since a high

resolution is obtained with 950k PMMA of 2% solution, we spun this polymer

at 4000RPM so as to obtain 70nm thick polymer layer on top of our FLG flakes.

We then bake the polymer at 170◦C for 90sec on a hot plate to evaporate the

solvent from the polymer. Exposure of the PMMA layer to an accelerated

Figure 3.4: A sample after the development step. When a sample is dipped in

a 1:3 ratio mixture of IPA:MIBK, the exposed part of the PMMA which has

broken C–C chains is dissolved leaving the design patterned on the PMMA.

The white cross (down left) is Au cross marker used during EBL step. The the

FLG (dark blue) covered by PMMA is visible under an optical microscope.

beam of electrons leaves the covalent bonds of the polymer broken at places

where the beam hits the polymer. The total amount of charges arriving at the
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surface of the polymer is 100µCcm−2. We can, however, vary this value by

changing the dose factor. We use a dose factor of 1.5 and 2.0 for small and

big contacts respectively. Dose factors are optimized for different width of FM

contacts by taking in to account the effect of proximity and thickness of PMMA

used. Since we only allow the beam to hit the polymer by activating only the

layer we want to expose, the PMMA will have now the design structure of

this specific layer patterned on it. After exposure, we dip the sample in to

a 1:3 mixture of MIBK (MethylIsoButylKetone) and IPA (IsoPropylAlcohol)

developer. As a result, the exposed area of the PMMA will be dissolved. The

sample is softly moved around in this mixture to facilitate the development

for about 70 seconds. For further cleaning we put the sample in IPA for 30

seconds and blow it dry with nitrogen. Now we check the developed sample

under an optical microscope to see if we have actually achieved the desired

structures shown in Fig. 3.3. A sample after the developments step is shown

in Figure 3.4.

3.1.6 Ferromagnetic metal electrode deposition

After the development step we will deposit our ferromagnetic metal electrodes.

This is done in an e-gun evaporation system (Temescal TFC2000) at a base

pressure of 10−7mbar. We normally deposit 30-35nm of Co at a rate of 1Å/sec

on top of the developed sample with zero angle evaporation. This ensures that

the Co is not deposited on the walls of the developed section of the PMMA.

The whole surface of the sample is now covered by a continuous film of Co

except at the edges of the 70nm deep structures from the development step. If

we can by any means dissolve the PMMA away, all the Co films on the polymer

will be lifted off along with the polymer leaving only the Co that adhered to

the SiO2. This is the process commonly known as the Lift-off process and the

result of this process is shown in Fig. 3.5.

3.1.7 Lift-off and wire bonding

The final step in the fabrication process is lift off. Within this step, the remain-

ing resist is dissolved by immersing the sample in hot acetone (around 40◦)

for 10 minutes. In doing so, the acetone dissolves the PMMA on the sample

lifting with it off anything which is on the polymer off. Before proceeding with

the wire bonding step, we examine the sample under an optical microscope to
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check if the Lift-off process worked out well. If there still exists unwanted Co

Figure 3.5: A sample after the lift-off process where the structures designed

before in Fig. 3.3 are obtained. a) shows an overview picture (5× magnified)

of the sample taken after the lift off step. Three FLG samples are also visible.

The FLG sample is contacted to the square Au contacts pads (predefined on

the substrate) b) shows zoomed-in (100× magnified) picture of the middle

FLG (green stripe) sample which is contacted by six Cobalt (yellow) contacts.

structures that possibly short contacts, the lift-off process is repeated again

until the required structures appear. Figure 3.5 shows the sample after the

lift-off process. It shows the EBL patterned structures contacting the FLG

flake that run to contact pads (see Fig. 3.5b). Following the lift off process is

the wire bonding. The sample is now carefully glued to a chip carrier using

a silver paste. We use a 16 or a 24 pin chip carriers. Wire bonding is done

by using ultrasonic wire bonding. Square Au contact pads shown in Fig. 3.5b

are used to contact the sample to the chip. This process should be done as

quick as possible to avoid extreme oxidation of Co contacts. During the wire

bonding process care has to also be given to not blow up a sample due to an

electrostatic discharge. To that end a bonder has to ground himself.

3.2 Measurement setup

Once wire bonding is completed the sample is attached to a sample holder and

transfered to a turbo pump to avoid further oxidation of the Co electrodes.

Since the spin signals we measure are the order of 1Ω or less, we perform

all measurements with a very sensitive way of detecting these signals. Spin
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transport measurements are done in a standard low-frequency lock in technique

in vacuum and at room temperature. A schematic picture of the measurement

setup is shown in Fig. 3.6 with a description in the caption. An AC current

which is controlled by a Lock-in amplifier (Stanford Research System SR830)

Figure 3.6: A schematic non local 4-probe measurement setup. A Lock-in

instrument is connected to IV measurement box. It sends an ac voltage to the

IV measurement box which translates it to an AC current. This AC current is

sent to the sample. The voltage drop measured by V+ and V- is then sent back

to the IV measurement box which is amplified and sent back to the lock-in

amplifier. The lock-in measures both the in-phase and out-of phase parts of

the signal using a phase-locked loop technique.

is sent to the sample from the IV measurement box with a specific frequency

of around 17Hz. This AC current is phase-locked with a reference signal from

the lock-in amplifier. The resulting AC voltage measured from the sample is

sent back to the IV measurement box which is amplified and again sent to the

lock in amplifier. The lock in, therefore, measures both the in phase and out

of phase component of the output signal by comparing it with the reference

signal. In our charge transport measurement typical phase differences between

the output and the reference signal are in the order of 1-8◦. In our non-
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local spin transport measurements we get a phase in the range of 85-95◦ due

to some capacitive couplings. For the safety of the sample, the sample box,

which essentially acts as a switch, is equipped with π−filters of 1kΩ and 1nF

each. They filter out any unwanted high voltage or high frequency peaks from

the environment or any other sources which can potentially make the samples

short-lived.

Normally we characterize our FLG spin valve devices with charge and spin

measurements. In the charge transport measurements, we first start out by

measuring multiprobe (2-, 3- and 4- probe) local resistances of the FLG flake.

These measurements are very important to understand the quality of our sam-

ple, the level of dopants, the nature of the contacts etc.... One special property

of graphene based FETs is the possibility to easily induce charge carriers by

sweeping the back gate voltage (supplied by a Keithley 6517A). From this

measurement the dependence of square resistance Rsq as a function of Vg is

obtained. Rsq (also referred to as resistivity) is used in calculating charge

diffusion coefficients. Therefore, all spin valve devices studied in this thesis

are characterized with such type of measurements before any spin transport

measurements are done.

In the spin transport measurements, first we check if a spin valve signal

exists in a specific region of the FLG flake. To that end we sweep the magnetic

field in the region of -0.6 to 0.6T using an electromagnet (GMW, model 5403).

Second we perform Hanle spin precession measurement on the same region. For

this we rotate our sample such that the magnetic field is perpendicular to the

sample. From this measurement we extract the spin diffusion coefficient and

the spin life time by fitting the measurement with Eq: (2.20). By Measuring

the Hanle spin precession while sweeping the gate voltage, we obtain gate

dependent Ds and τs from a routine fit procedure.
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Chapter 4

Measurements

In this chapter, charge and spin transport measurements performed on FLG

spin valve devices are presented. Details of the charge transport measurement

are presented in the first section and the second section is dedicated to spin

transport measurements. In the last section we compare results from both

measurements specially comparison of spin and charge diffusion coefficients

will be made.

4.1 Charge transport measurements

Room temperature charge transport measurements are used to calculate the

charge diffusion coefficient Dc which we finally compare with the spin diffusion

coefficient extracted from a room temperature spin transport measurements.

We perform 4-probe resistance measurement of the FLG samples. In a 4-probe

measurement (Fig. 4.1a) we measure the voltage using the inner contacts while

sending electrical current between the outer contacts. This way we only mea-

sure the resistance of the FLG while excluding the resistance of the contacts

since no current flows through the contacts to the voltage probe [50]. The

measured resistance is normalized by the ratio of the length of the measured

FLG area to its width W to obtain the sheet (square) resistance Rsq - com-

monly referred as resistivity (in ohms) [15, 51]. By applying a gate voltage,

Vg a charge density of n = εoε(Vg − VDirac)/te=α(Vg − VDirac) is capacitively

induced in the FLG, where εo and ε are the permitivities of free space and SiO2

respectively; e is the electron charge; t is the thickness of SiO2 layer(300nm)

and the constant α=7.2× 107cm−2V−1.
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Figure 4.1: a) 4- probe geometry for measuring resistance of FLG b) Con-

ductivity of FLG of 1, 5, 9, 14 and 17 layers normalized to the minimum

conductivity σmin for each sample. The inset shows the linear scaling of the

peak resistance with the number of layers. Two samples were heavily p-doped,

one was n-doped and one was not doped which can be seen from the shift of

the conductivity minima.

Fig. 4.1b shows the conductivity σ=1/Rsq (in 1/kOhms) as a function of

the applied gate voltage for samples with varying thicknesses ranging from

1 to 17 layers. The curves are normalized by the minimum values at the

Dirac point σmin. The conductivity takes a broad minimum at the Dirac point

(a.k.a. Dirac Point) where there exists mixed charge carriers of electrons and

holes. The inset shows the linear scaling of the conductivity minimum σmin

at the Dirac point as a function of the number of layers N. The broadening

of the conductivity curve increases with the number of layers (as compared to

graphene [15]) owing to contribution from inner layers to the total conductivity.

This is because the induced charge carriers decay with exp(−x
λ
) as a result
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4.1 Charge transport measurements

of screening: where x is the distance from the substrate and λ = 1 − 2nm

corresponding to 3 to 5 layers. Conductivity of layers sitting above 3 to 5

layers from the substrate can be modulated by the gate voltage only weakly

which results in overall broadening of the curve. From the charge transport

measurement and calculated DOS obtained in chapter 2 (see Eq. 2.8), we can

calculate the charge diffusion coefficient Dc at the Dirac point (εF=0) with

the Einstein’s relation Dc = 1/Rsqe
2ν(εF ) where Dc is the charge diffusion

coefficient, ν(εF ) is the density of states at the Dirac point. To obtain the
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Figure 4.2: Calculated charge diffusion coefficient by using Einstein’s relation

at the Dirac point for different numbers of layers. For this calculation, the

measured conductivity along with the calculated DOS at the Dirac point are

used.

density of states for FLG, the zone-folding scheme was used with in the nearest

neighbor tight binding approximation method. With this simple method the

variation of the density of states with the number of layers was calculated (see

sec. 2.1.2). Then this result is used to calculate the charge diffusion coefficient

at the Dirac point. Fig. 4.2 shows the dependence of the calculated charge

diffusion coefficient with number of layers. It is not clear yet why the charge

diffusion coefficient decreases with number of layers.
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4. MEASUREMENTS

4.2 Spin transport measurements

To fully characterize spin transport in our FLG spin valve devices we per-

form two standard spin transport measurements—spin valve measurement and

Hanle spin precession measurements—in a non local geometry. The first mea-

surement is to check if a spin signal exists in the region of interest and the

second type of measurement is used to extract Ds and τs from which λs is

calculated.

4.2.1 Spin valve measurement

We perform spin valve measurements in a non local geometry where contribu-

tions from unwanted background magnetoresistances, such as the anisotropic

magnetoresistance and the Hall effect are excluded [4, 8]. The geometry is

a)
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Figure 4.3: a)Spin valve measurement over 8µm length with zero back gate

voltage. In the inset is shown the non local geometry. The small signal ob-

served in this measurement is because of the length of the active region over

which the measurement was done. b) shows the dependence of the spin signal

with gate voltage.

shown in the inset of Fig. 4.3a where a result of such measurement is shown.

We first apply an external magnetic field to align all FM contacts in parallel

orientation. We send current from FM1 to FM2 and measure the non local

resistance Rnl with FM3 and FM4 as explained in chapter two. If we now mea-

sure the non-local voltage with the detector, a constant non-zero background
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4.2 Spin transport measurements

Rnl(≈ −0.1Ω) is measured probably due to capacitive effects and other related

phenomena like intershell conductance [52].

By sweeping the magnetic field, we achieve the antiparallel orientation

when one of the inner electrodes (say the detector) switches. This results in

a relatively higher Rnl (≈ −0.21Ω). Further increase of the external magnetic

field switches all FMs again back to the parallel orientation. A typical spin

valve measurement at zero gate voltage is shown in Fig. 4.3 along with the non

local geometry employed for the measurement. As opposed to two levels in

the non-local resistance that should be observed, there are four clearly visible

resistance levels. The origin of these levels is due to the contributions from

the outer contacts which themsleves act as a detector and injector [9, 14]. The

relatively small signal (≈ 0.1Ω) is due to the large distance between the spin

detector and injector which in this case was 8µm—the largest distance ever

over which spin transport in graphene based spin valve devices is measured.

Dependence of spin signal on the gate voltage can be measured by per-

forming a spin valve measurement for different gate voltage. From this the

dependence of the spin signal over the induced charge carriers is obtained.

To measure the gate dependent spin signal we first achieve a parallel ori-

entation of electrodes and measure the signal at zero magnetic field while

sweeping the gate voltage. A similar measurement is repeated for an antipar-

allel orientation. The difference between the parallel and antiparallel signals

∆Rnl = |Rnl,P −Rnl,AP | obtained from such measurement is plotted against

Vg and is shown in Fig. 4.3b. The spin signal shows a broad minimum at the

Dirac point where the conductivity, density of states, diffusion coefficient and

number of induced charge carriers are also minimum (see Fig. 4.1). The origin

of the decaying spin signal towards the Dirac point is yet to be understood

completely but can be explained intuitively from the expressions obtained for

Rnl in Eq. (2.17 and 2.18). The non-local resistance Rnl is directly propor-

tional to both the resistivity Rsq of FLG and the spin relaxation length λs. The

square resistance Rsq = σ−1 is maximum at the Dirac point. However the spin

signal does not increase towards the Dirac point like Rsq which would mean

that λs should take a minimum around the Dirac point. For large number of

induced charge carriers the signal increases monotonically as we go far into

the two metallic regime extremes. This observation is also supported by our

Hanle spin precession measurements which we discuss next.
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4. MEASUREMENTS

4.2.2 Hanle spin precession measurement

The second part of the spin transport measurements is the Hanle spin preces-

sion measurement. Upon application of an out-of-plane magnetic field to the

FLG flake, spins start to precess around the magnetic field in the plane of the

FLG. This effect is not only an unequivocal means to confirm presence of spin

transport in FLG but also a means used to extract the spin diffusion coefficient

Ds and spin life time τs. Hanle spin precession measurement was successfully
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Figure 4.4: Spin precession in FLG. a) Spin precession for Vg=80V for 2.4µm

and 5µm long region of FLG of 5 layers. b) Spin signal obtained from series of

precession measurements at different gate voltages showing the trend in Fig.

4.3. c), d) and e) show fits of Hanle spin precession measurements for 5, 9

and 14 layers together with the extracted Ds, τs and the distance L over which

precession is measured. f) shows dependence of τs, Dc and Ds with number of

layers. The point for the single layer graphene was taken from ref. [41]
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4.2 Spin transport measurements

performed on FLG devices of 5, 9, 14 and 17 layers of 1-5µm long. The ba-

sic principles of the Hanle spin precession measurement is presented in sec.

2.2.5. To perform this measurement we should first switch the inner contacts

to parallel or antiparallel orientation before we apply an out-of-plane magnetic

field. To switch between P and AP orientations with ease, for example in a

gate dependent spin precession measurement, it is important that we have an

in-plane magnetic field component that can switch the FMs at high magnetic

fields. This is achieved by applying an external magnetic field which is by

few degrees off the ideal out-of-plane direction. At relatively higher magnetic

field, the in-plane component allows for relative control of the injector/detector

magnetization orientation. The advantage of the in-plane component is visi-

ble in Fig. 4.4a where switching from AP to P orientation is obtained with

out physically rotating the magnet. Figure 4.4a shows the result of a spin

precession measurement done over 2.4µm and 5µm long region of 5 layers of

FLG flake at Vg=80V. At B=0, the signal is maximum/minimum for the par-

allel/antiparallel orientation. The difference between the signals for parallel

and antiparallel at B=0 is equal to the spin signal obtained from a spin valve

measurement. As is visible from the graph, the peak-to-peak signal is higher

for L=2.5µm than for L=5µm as expected from the dependence of the spin

signal on length. Up on applying an out-of-plane magnetic field spins start to

precess and the spin signal is modulated by the field (see Fig. 2.7 in section

2.2.5). Fig. 4.4b shows peak-to-peak spin signal obtained by subtracting the

RAP from RP at B=0T for different gate voltages (induced charge carriers).

The spin signal obtained this way agrees well with the one obtained from the

gate dependent spin valve measurement.

By fitting spin precession curves with Eq: (2.20) we extract the spin trans-

port parameters—Ds and τs. Fits of the precession measurement for three

samples of 5 , 9 and 14 layers of FLG are shown in Fig. 4.4 along with the

extracted parameters from the fit. As shown in Fig. 4.4(f), the spin life time

increases monotonically with the number of layers and starts to saturate for

thicker systems. It is known that the most dominant spin relaxation mech-

anism in graphene based spin valves is the Elliot-Yaffet mechanism. Spin

relaxation through spin-orbit and hyperfine interactions are negligible. The

monotonic increase in spin life time with the number of layers naturally sug-

gests that somehow intrinsic spin flip scattering mechanisms are reduced in

FLG spin valves due to the screening of substrate induced momentum scat-

tering potential. Finally, comparison of charge and spin diffusion coefficient is
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4. MEASUREMENTS

made. The density of states calculated from a nearest neighbor tight binding

approximation presented in Fig. 2.4 along with the measured square resistance

Rsq = 1/σ is used to calculate Dc for various number of layers of FLG devices.

Fig. 4.4f shows the calculated charge diffusion coefficient plotted against the

number of layers. The calculation was done for two Rsq values—one by taking

5kΩ per layer which is usually observed in our FLG devices and another by

taking the measured Rsq (see Fig. 4.2). The spin diffusion coefficient extracted

from the Hanle spin precession measurement is also plotted in the same graph.

The calculated charge diffusion coefficients are with in the same order as those

obtained from the Hanle precession measurement. Given the simplicity of the

model we used, we can argue that the charge and spin diffusion coefficients are

similar at the Dirac point in agreement with the previous work [41].

4.2.3 Gate dependent spin precession measurement
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Figure 4.5: Gate dependent spin transport in FLG. a) shows the square re-

sistance of 14 layers of FLG used to calculate the charge diffusion coefficient,

b) shows the spin relaxation length λs =
√
Dsτs calculated from the spin life

time τs in (c) and the spin diffusion coefficient Ds in (d).
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4.2 Spin transport measurements

To understand how spin precession in FLG is affected by the number of

induced charge carriers, we performed gate dependent spin precession mea-

surements from which gate (induced number of charge carriers) dependence of

Ds and τs are extracted. To that end, several Hanle precession measurements

are done at various gate voltages. We extract the gate dependent Ds and τs by

fitting all precession curves. Fig. 4.5 is result of such measurements showing

the dependence of Ds and τs with the induced number of charge carriers/gate

voltage. In Fig. 4.5a the square resistance Rsq is shown. The maximum of

the curve is situated at Vg ≈65V (the so called Dirac point) due to uninten-

tional hole doping of the FLG flake. Both Ds and τs decrease and approach

a minimum of 0.01m2s−1 and 100ps respectively at the Dirac point (shown by

red dotted line). Away from this point both values increase to 0.015m2s−1 and

500ps respectively. Since λ =
√
Dsτs, it also follows the same kind of behavior

as the spin diffusion coefficient and life time. From panels (b) and (d) of Fig.
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Figure 4.6: Linear relationship between λs and Ds for 5 layers of FLG. Green

dots are for 5µm long region of the FLG flake where as blue square dots are

for 2.5µm long region. Linear fits are also shown.

4.5 we see that there exists a linear dependence between the spin relaxation

length and the diffusion coefficient as opposed to the relation λs =
√
Dsτs.

This result confirms that the main spin relaxation mechanism is the Elliot-

Yaffet spin relaxation mechanism as is evident from Fig.4.6 which is plotted
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4. MEASUREMENTS

for two different regions of 5 layers FLG. This is in agreement with earlier

reports for graphene spin valve devices [14, 41]. This result also supports the

observed increase of spin life time with increasing number of layers of FLG.

Since most of momentum scattering in graphene based field effect transistors is

induced by the substrate [53, 54, 55], the screening of these charged scattering

potentials in FLG explains why τs increases with number of layers.
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Chapter 5

Conclusions

We studied spin transport in FLG devices with various number of layers rang-

ing from 5 to 17. All devices were prepared following similar procedures (see

appendix). The 4-probe charge transport measurements show that the mini-

mum conductivity at the Dirac point increases monotonically with increasing

number of layers—the minimum being for single layer. Another observation is

the broadening of the so called Dirac curve with increasing number of layers

i.e. the Dirac curve for a single layer graphene is sharply peaked around the

Dirac point whereas that of FLG is broader. This is the result of the effect

of screening of charges by induced charge carriers on layers closer to the sub-

strate. In other words, most of the induced charge carriers sit in the lower

3-5 layers. The effect of the electrostatic potential from the gate is weakly felt

by upper lying layers. Hence the total conductivity will be broadly peaked

around the Dirac point.

With in the nearest neighbor tight binding approximation of bilayer graphene,

a unified zone folding scheme was applied to graphite to calculate the density of

states at the Dirac point. The calculated density of states is used to calculate

the charge diffusion coefficient from Einstein’s relation. Given the simplicity

of our model, the charge diffusion coefficient obtained from this calculation is

in good agreement with that obtained from spin transport measurements.

We also showed that spins in FLG relax by way of the Elliot-Yafet mecha-

nism. Plots of λs as a function Ds show that there exist a linear relationship

between them as opposed to the expected λs ∝ D
1/2
s (from the definition of the

spin relaxation length). This is a clear confirmation for the dominance of the

Elliot-Yafet spin relaxation mechanism in few layer graphene systems. More-

over, the longer spin life times in FLG systems, which are a factor of 3 or 4

times higher than in graphene, also support the dominance of the Elliot-Yafet
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mechanism. This is because impurity induced momentum scattering potentials

from the substrate are screened as thickness of the samples increase. Reduction

of momentum scattering from these impurities makes spins in FLG long lived.

It is not yet completely clear what kind of other contributions exist towards

spin relaxation apart from the Elliot-Yafet spin relaxation mechanism. For

instance, the interlayer diffusion could introduce spin relaxation since the time

scale that the interlayer diffusion occurs is not yet known. This requires fur-

ther investigation to understand whether spins are preserved during interlayer

spin diffusion or not.

Finally, from our spin transport measurements, we have shown that Ds at

the Dirac point is by a factor of 3 smaller than that in graphene. The decrease

in spin diffusion coefficient with number of layers could be due to probable

interlayer hopping between layers of graphene.
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Appendix A

Device fabrication recipe for

FLG spintronic devices

In this appendix, we summarize the device fabrication procedures followed in

the preparation of our FLG samples.

A.1 FLG deposition

1. Take a heavily doped Si (n++) wafer with 300nm SiO2 which has pre-

viously defined Au/Cr markers on it (see ref.[48] for recipe on how to

prepare the substrate and the Au/Cr markers).

2. Cut the wafer in to required size. Clean the substrate afterwards by

blowing to get rid off glass pieces.

3. Use a scotch tape to cleave a thin 1 by 1 cm2 graphite layer of an HOPG

block.

4. Press the scotch tape on the substrate and push firmly on the wafer by

distributing equal pressure along the tape.

5. Lift the scotch tape and repeat step 4 to another region on the wafer.
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A.2 FLG flake selection & characterization

6. Select few layer graphene candidates by using optical microscopy in re-

flected light mode. Use Au markers to map candidate flakes on the

substrate for further processing of the device.

7. Determine the thickness of the flakes using tapping mode AFM. Also

check for homogeneity of flake by looking for cracks or folds in the flake.

A.3 Tunnel barrier deposition and EBL

8. Deposit 6Å-thick Aluminum layer on the sample in UHV and at liquid

nitrogen temperature. Then oxidize it to produce an 8Å-thick Al2O3

layer.

9. Spin coat PMMA 950k (2% in ethyllactat-n-Butylacetat) at 4000rpm for

1 minute so as to obtain 70nm PMMA layer. Anneal the wafer on a hot

plate for 90sec at 1700◦C.

10. Use EBL (10kV), dose 100µC/cm2, dose factor 1.5, to expose the small

field with a 10µm aperture. Use a 1.8 dose factor to make 150nm wide

contacts (design 130nm), use a 2.6 dose factor to make a 90nm wide

contacts (design 50nm).

11. Repeat step 10 to expose the big field with a 60µm aperture. Use a 1.8

dose factor to make 150nm wide contacts (design 130nm), use a 2.6 dose

factor to make a 90nm wide contacts (design 50nm).

12. Develop in a 1:3 mixture of MIBK:IPA (MethylIsoButylKetone 99.5%:Iso-

PropylAlchohol) for 70sec, rinse in IPA for 30sec and blow dry using

nitrogen gas. Check contact structures by optical microscope if the de-

velopement step worked out well.

13. Deposit 30-35nm thick cobalt using e-gun evaporation system (Temescal

TFC2000) at a rate of 1Å/sec at a base pressure of 10−7mbar.

14. Do lift off in warm acetone at a temperature of about 40◦C for 10 min-

utes, rinse in IPA for 30sec and blow dry using nitrogen gas. Check
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A.3 Tunnel barrier deposition and EBL

sample using optical microscope if desired sample structure is achieved.

Otherwise, repeat until required structure is obtained.

15. Wire bonding: glue sample to a chip carrier using a silver paste. The

sample now is connected to the gate on the chip carrier through the

silver paste. Connect sample and the chip carrier using ultrasonic wire

bonding. Write down the pin numbers for each contact. Do not keep the

sample too long in open air since the contact properties (resistance, spin

injection efficiency etc...) change as Co oxidizes. Hence proceed to the

next step as quickly as possible.

16. Put the sample in to vacuum to avoid oxidation of cobalt. Connect

sample to the setup and measurements can be started.
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